Articles nAture methods | VOL.7 NO.12 | DECEMBER 2010 | 995 classical approaches to determine structures of noncoding rnA (ncrnA) probed only one rnA at a time with enzymes and chemicals, using gel electrophoresis to identify reactive positions. to accelerate rnA structure inference, we developed fragmentation sequencing (Fragseq), a high-throughput rnA structure probing method that uses high-throughput rnA sequencing of fragments generated by digestion with nuclease P1, which specifically cleaves single-stranded nucleic acids. in experiments probing the entire mouse nuclear transcriptome, we accurately and simultaneously mapped single-stranded rnA regions in multiple ncrnAs with known structure. We probed in two cell types to verify reproducibility. We also identified and experimentally validated structured regions in ncrnAs with, to our knowledge, no previously reported probing data.
distinguish between bases that participate in base pairing and other stabilizing interactions from bases that do not 6 . Recent advances in probing by selective 2′-hydroxyl acylation analyzed by primer extension 7 enable faster, higher-quality probing but still focus on just one RNA sequence per experiment.
In contrast, computational structure prediction methods allow rapid, large-scale analyses of many RNA sequences. In addition to methods rooted in comparative sequence analysis, which require several RNA sequences with a conserved structure, there exist methods that predict structure from a single sequence and are useful for RNAs for which structural homologs are not known or that undergo lineage-specific structure changes and thus lack structure conservation. Such methods can be used to determine theoretical folds for a RNA sequence, often using thermodynamic models 8 . Although generally powerful, they often suffer from ambiguity because they can predict several different structures for a sequence, necessitating biochemical data to choose among candidate folds.
To draw on both the speed of computational methods and the quality of RNA probing experiments, we developed fragmentation sequencing or FragSeq, a method that uses a nuclease specific for single-stranded RNA on a complex RNA mixture followed by high-throughput sequencing and bioinformatic analysis to deduce cut sites (phosphate backbone scissions). This analysis provides an 'RNA accessibility profile' , akin to DNase hypersensitivity assays on chromatin 9 . We applied FragSeq to naked RNAs from the mouse nuclear transcriptome and deduced structure data for known and new ncRNAs.
results

Fragseq methodology
We chose nuclear RNA from undifferentiated mouse embryonic stem cells and cells differentiated into neural precursors 10 to assess whether our method gave reproducible results for RNAs present in both samples. The nucleus contains many 70-300-nucleotide (nt) RNAs; nuclease treatment yielded 20-100-nt fragments required for the high-throughput sequencing protocol we used (Fig. 1a) . To specifically clone RNA fragments derived from nuclease cuts and not those derived from random hydrolysis, we used endonuclease P1 from Penicillium citrinum, which has preference for single-stranded DNA and RNA and yields 5′ monophosphate and 3′ OH products 11 . In our buffer conditions, P1 specifically cut single-stranded regions of well-characterized RNAs (U1a small nuclear (sn)RNA and 5S rRNA). We tested whether addition of mouse total nuclear RNA to U1a snRNA or 5S rRNA in vitro transcripts would influence the pattern of digestion, implying trans interactions. When performing the reactions with dilute RNA samples, each RNA had an identical pattern of digestion when probed in homogenous or complex mixture ( Supplementary Fig. 1) .
We either gel-isolated nuclear RNAs of 20-100 nt directly or performed a limited P1 digestion before gel isolation. The control treatment without nuclease digestion allowed us to estimate the occurrence of fragments with an endogenous 5′ phosphate, as opposed to fragments with a 5′ phosphate produced by nuclease cleavage. Additionally, we treated an equal mass of input 20-100-nt RNAs with polynucleotide kinase (PNK) and ATP, catalyzing 5′ phosphorylation and 3′ cyclic phosphate removal 12 , which allowed us to examine endogenous breaks that do not leave a 5′ phosphate and 3′ OH. After gel isolation of these three samples, we ligated adapters directly to RNA fragments in a manner requiring both a 5′ phosphate and 3′ OH on each RNA, thus preserving orientation information for each fragment. After subsequent reverse transcription, we individually barcoded the libraries during PCR, pooled the products, sequenced them using the Applied Biosystems (ABI) SOLiD3 platform and mapped the sequences to the mouse genome using the ABI Small RNA Analysis pipeline.
Sequencing summary statistics of the barcoded samples ( Supplementary Table 1 ) show that we obtained ~2.4-5.9 million genome-mapped reads per sample. The distribution of read mappings by annotation type (Supplementary Fig. 2 ) and the coverage of individual RNAs in nuclease versus control treatment ( Supplementary Fig. 3 ) were consistent with our experimental design and showed that we obtained good coverage of ncRNAs. Most known ncRNAs longer than 100 bases had higher coverage in the nuclease sample than in the control because their native form is too long to sequence and does not contain an endogenous 5′ phosphate, whereas a single nuclease cleavage creates the 5′ phosphate required for cloning and brings the RNA into sequencing-size range (Supplementary Fig. 3) . The exceptions were short C/D box small nucleolar (sno)RNAs, which tend to have native 5′ phosphates and fall within our sequencingsize range; indeed, they comprised a greater fraction of read mappings in the control sample than in the nuclease-or PNKtreated samples, indicating that we correctly enriched for 5′ phosphate products.
The FragSeq algorithm ( Fig. 1b ) took genome-mapped reads from the nuclease-treated and control samples as well as a set of transcript coordinates and output 'cutting scores' for each 'site' in each transcript. A 'site' is the phosphate backbone between two adjacent bases where scissions can occur; a 'cutting score' is a value (greater than zero) that reflects the preference of the nuclease for catalyzing scissions at that site relative to other sites in the same RNA. Briefly, the cutting score is the log ratio of probabilities of observing a break in the nuclease-treated versus the control sample, after correcting for abundance differences by normalization and missing or low-value data (see Supplementary Note 1 for algorithm definition and Supplementary Note 2 for design rationale). Because P1 cuts 3′ of an unpaired base, a high cutting score at a site indicates that the upstream base is unlikely to be involved in base pairing or tertiary interactions 13 . These cutting scores form the basis of our subsequent analysis (Supplementary Discussion).
cutting scores locate ssrnA in known ncrnA structures
We illustrate the flow of data through the algorithm, from genomemapped reads to cutting scores, for the example RNA U1a ( Fig. 2a-f ), a highly abundant mouse homolog of spliceosomal snRNA U1. For each site along the transcript, we counted how many reads begin there and how many trim reads (Supplementary Notes 1 and 2) end there, summing them to get counts of observed breaks in each sample ( Fig. 2c and Supplementary Fig. 4 ). We corrected these counts for missing data and normalized to get probabilities of observing breaks at each site in each RNA in each sample ( Fig. 2d) , which are used to compute cutting scores for each site ( Fig. 2e) .
High cutting scores generally occured only in regions of singlestranded RNA ( Figs. 2e-g, 3 and 4a) . Moreover, cutting scores obtained from undifferentiated mouse embryonic stem cells versus cells differentiated into neural precursors correlated well ( Fig. 2e) with Pearson correlation coefficients of 0.889, 0.813 and 0.817 for U1a, C/D box snoRNA U3b and spliceosomal snRNA U5, respectively ( Supplementary Fig. 5 ). This indicates that, using our method, similar structure data were obtained in biological samples with different transcriptional profiles.
FragSeq cutting scores agreed well with known secondary structures of U1a ( Fig. 2g ), U3b and U5 ( Fig. 3) , as well as several other ncRNAs whose secondary structures have been examined ( Fig. 4a) . Our method was particularly good at locating stem-loops and hinge regions, producing consecutive high cutting scores in those areas. However, it generally did not reveal small interior loops or bulges. We expected this, as P1 has been shown to prefer a minimum of three consecutive ssDNA bases to catalyze scission, but operates most optimally on runs of four to six bases of ssDNA 14 , and likely has the same preference for ssRNA. We occasionally observed weak cutting scores in regions believed to be dsRNA, but this signal was generally not above the spurious level of other probing agents observed in conventional probing experiments.
cutting scores correlate with reactivity to probing agents
We examined whether the extent of P1 cutting as inferred by our assay correlated with susceptibility to ssRNA probing chemicals and enzymes used in previous studies, to determine whether FragSeq can capture information about the susceptibility of a site uncovered by conventional methods but in a high-throughput manner. We compared our cutting scores to probing performed on human U3 (ref. 15 ) and human U5 (ref. 16 ) RNAs, which are sufficiently similar to the mouse homologs (U3b, 87% identity; and U5, 95% identity). As in our study, in these studies naked RNAs in solution had been probed after purification from cell lysates, so they contained endogenous base editing and modifications. For U3, we focused on the mouse U3b homolog, which had 3.3-5.4 times more reads than homolog U3a across our samples and treatments. For both RNAs, previously determined regions of high reactivity to probes specific for unpaired bases (Fig. 3a,c ) correlated with high FragSeq cutting scores ( Fig. 3b,d) . Stem-loops SL1 and SL2 and (a-e) Data tracks in the UCSC Genome Browser (mm9 mouse genome assembly) showing spliceosomal snRNA U1a (a); data from mouse undifferentiated embryonic stem cell samples (UESC) (b-d) are processed to obtain cutting scores, which are compared to cutting scores from cells differentiated into neural precursor cells (e). Ignored sites are denoted in e as areas for which no nuclease data are shown (for example, the sequence GUG in the Sm region). (f,g) Sequence of U1a (f) and cutting scores from a mouse undifferentiated embryonic stem cell sample superimposed on the known secondary structure (g); green and yellow subsequences are expected to be single-stranded. Noncanonical base pairs in interior loops of stem 2 are shown as unpaired. The 2′-O-methylated positions are not depicted. SL, stem-loop; IL, interior loop; and MBL, multibranch loop. U1a structure is from several sources. the 3′ hinge region in U3b and stem-loop SL1 in U5 had strong reactivity in all studies, including ours. For large interior loops, we observed moderate to strong reactivity that was seen in prior studies, except for interior loop IL5 in U3b; this region contains B and C boxes that may form base pairs and noncanonical K-turn interactions 17 that could prevent cleavage by P1. It should also be mentioned that P1 is a far larger enzyme (45-50 kDa) than other single-strand RNases like RNase A and T1 (14 and 11 kDa, respectively). This difference could account for reactivity at certain internal sites where steric clashes may have a role.
Validation of Fragseq results on new structures
Next we validated FragSeq results on previously unprobed RNAs using conventional techniques to ensure that our algorithm was not over-fit toward RNAs with previously known structures. We chose long (>120 nt) C/D box snoRNAs. Unlike canonical C/D box snoRNAs that guide 2′-O-methylation in a ribonucleoprotein complex and are therefore thought to lack structure in the absence of protein partners, the long C/D box snoRNAs U3 ( Fig. 3a) and U8 ( Fig. 4a ) are structured and function in rRNA processing 18, 19 .
The boxes, guides and other features of a canonical C/D box snoRNA generally do not comprise more than 80 bases, so it is unclear what structural role the remaining sequence performs in uncharacterized long snoRNAs. We examined cutting scores for all C/D box snoRNAs over 120 bases ( Fig. 4b) and selected U15b, which has a predicted 2′-O-methylation target, U22, required for processing of 18S rRNA by an unknown mechanism 20 , and U97, which has no predicted target, for follow-up probing with conventional methods. These examples also span a wide range of read coverage in our data, which allowed us to examine how well FragSeq performs with different extent of coverage. We probed these in vitro-transcribed RNAs with RNases V1 (which prefers stacked bases), T1, A and P1 (which all prefer ssRNA) ( Supplementary Fig. 6 ).
Regions that behaved as ssRNA on the FragSeq assay also tended to behave as ssRNA in our follow-up probing ( Fig. 5a and Supplementary Figs. 7a and 8a) , indicating that moderate-to-high cutting scores are accurate evidence of ssRNA (Supplementary Note 3) . When compared to follow-up probing data, U15b and U22 had more reliable cutting scores than U97, probably because the coverage for U97 was the lowest (Supplementary Discussion). However, FragSeq did not detect some ssRNA regions. For example, we did not detect breaks at U15b bases 116-126 in any samples (data not shown), although they were highly reactive in follow-up probing. This is probably because cuts in that region would produce fragments outside of the 20-100 base size-selection range.
We constructed structure models for these three snoRNAs using computational methods, phylogeny information and data from our follow-up probing ( Fig. 5b, Supplementary Figs. 7b  and 8b and Supplementary Note 3) . Superimposing the cutting scores on these secondary structure models ( Fig. 5c, and  Supplementary Figs. 7c and 8c) shows that FragSeq data agreed with models derived using conventional techniques because high cutting scores tended to occur in ssRNA regions.
discussion
Owing to read-length limitations, most high-throughput RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) studies involve random hydrolysis of the sample before sequencing 21 . Instead, we fragmented RNA in a structure-specific manner, reporting on nuclease susceptibility along each transcript. FragSeq will not generate the uniform coverage across a transcript needed for accurate abundance estimates or alternative-splicing characterization. Instead, FragSeq reports cutting scores, quantitative comparisons along each transcript between enzyme-treated samples versus control samples, yielding information about RNA structure. For analysis of a new transcriptome, the FragSeq preparation can be done in parallel with other preparations that quantify abundance, barcoding the samples for analysis in a single sequencing run. b FragSeq cutting scores: A similar technique for high-throughput RNA structure probing has been introduced 22 . That study used nuclease S1, which has similar properties to P1, and RNase V1, which cleaves stacked bases. Their readout of structure is reported as a ratio of susceptibilities of each RNA site to the two nucleases, whereas FragSeq monitors one digestion by one nuclease with respect to a control run without nuclease treatment. We favor cutting scores that are log ratios of data from nucleasetreated versus control samples because they describe nuclease susceptibility at each site relative to its natural degradation susceptibility in the cell or during the preparation.
We provide configurable software (Supplementary Software) to compute cutting scores from mapped sequencing reads, outputting them and intermediate analysis data in formats compatible with the University of California Santa Cruz (UCSC) Genome Browser, allowing visualization of structure data in a genomic context. This allows straightforward application of our analysis tools to future sequencing runs. We also modified the well-established RNAstructure software 23 to allow input of FragSeq data to guide computational structure prediction (Supplementary Discussion) .
We did not observe single-hit kinetics for which probing studies generally aim, as many ncRNA reads do not contain the native 3′ ends of the RNA from which they originate ( Supplementary  Fig. 9 ). We also did not observe native 5′ ends for those RNAs, but that is due to the trimethylguanosine cap blocking adaptor ligation. We have not determined whether multiple cuts by P1 in solution are indeed the general case or whether our size-selection step enriches for products of multiple hits. Perhaps calibrating P1 for single-hit kinetics on in vitro-transcribed test RNAs did not translate to single-hit kinetics in the nuclear transcriptome in which many ncRNAs are highly modified. In addition, the test RNAs in our probing experiment were all intact at the beginning of digestion, whereas a portion of the ncRNAs in the nuclear sample may be partially degraded. In any case, reads produced by multiple cuts provided reliable structure data likely because P1 prefers to cut in stem-loops or hinge regions, and these cuts are unlikely to cause the closing helix to denature under our salt conditions, so the original structure may not change before subsequent cuts. As hinge regions often connect domains that fold separately, cuts there would not lead to refolding of those independent domains. This may not be true for larger structured RNAs with long-range tertiary interactions, but these RNAs fall outside of the scope of our current method. Rather than comparing to conventional single-hit probing, it is more fitting to liken FragSeq nuclease data to DNase hypersensitivity assays on chromatin in that it gives a global perspective of RNA structure (for example, stem-loop positions) rather than fine details (for example, bulges in a helix). We envision several areas of RNA biology for which refinement of a FragSeq protocol might prove fruitful. For the analysis of riboswitches 24 , parallel sequencing runs with and without the ligand of interest could yield a differential pattern of cutting scores that would serve as a signature of a conformational change. Also, nuclease protection assays 25 could be scaled up to whole transcriptomes by performing parallel nuclease digestions with and without an RNA-binding protein preincubated with wholecell RNA. Identifying differentially protected regions would hone in on the RNA binding protein's specificity for sequence or structural context. Likewise, such digestions could be carried out on whole-cell or nuclear extracts with proteins still bound. P1 would be a good candidate for these digestions because the buffer conditions for extracts are usually similar to the relatively physiological pH and salt concentrations used in this study.
As P1 is stable at high temperatures, we envision that FragSeq could be another way to monitor thermal denaturation of RNA domains. By parallel sequencing from nuclease digestion reactions performed at different temperatures, the single-stranded character of a given transcript could be monitored and act as a proxy for unfolding.
Though we focused on one enzyme here, our experimental pipeline and software could be easily adapted to other enzymatic or chemical probes so long as a proper control is carried out in parallel. FragSeq, combined with methods developed in previous RNA-seq studies, enables researchers to take high-throughput transcriptome analysis beyond one-dimensional sequence to reveal structural features of RNAs and provide clues to their underlying biology.
methods
Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of the paper at http://www.nature.com/naturemethods/. Accession codes. Gene Expression Omnibus: GSE24622 (sequencing reads and their genome mappings). RNA base number 3′ .(((.....) ))..)))). (((((.....) )))))))).))).....))....)))...))))).....))))........... ((((....) )))..)))). online methods Cell culture. KH2 mouse embryonic stem cells (Open Biosystems) were cultured under standard conditions 27 but on gelatin-coated dishes rather than feeder layers. For the undifferentiated samples, cells were grown with leukemia inhibitory factor (LIF) in Glasgow minimal essential medium (GMEM) 28 . To generate neural precursor cells, the KH2 cells were replated on fresh gelatin-coated dishes at a density of 1.5 × 10 4 cells cm −2 , and the medium was switched to N2/B27 18 h later 10 . The cultures were grown for 5 d under neural differentiation conditions before collecting RNA.
Nuclear RNA isolation. Adherent cells were washed twice with PBS and then mechanically dissociated from the dishes with PBS with 1 mM EDTA at 4 °C. After pelleting at 500g, the cells were resuspended in lysis buffer minus NP40 (10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 75 mM NaCl and 1 mM MgCl 2 ) and repelleted. The cells were then gently resuspended in the lysis buffer (same buffer above but with 0.3% NP40, mammalian protease inhibitor cocktail (Sigma) and Superase-In RNase inhibitor (Ambion, 200 U ml −1 )). After a 5-min incubation on ice, the lysates were spun at 900g for 5 min. The resulting supernatant was removed and transferred to TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen) for cytoplasmic RNA isolation. The nuclear pellet was gently resuspended and pelleted twice in lysis buffer to wash away contaminating cytoplasmic components. The resuspended nuclei were purified by sedimentation through a 25% sucrose cushion (dissolved in lysis buffer without NP40) spun at 16,000g for 15 min. Under these sedimentation conditions, the nuclei form a pellet. The resulting nuclei were disrupted by sonication in TRIzol, and the RNA was isolated by the standard reagent protocol, and treated with DNase I (Ambion) and acid-phenolchloroform extraction to remove genomic DNA. The effectiveness of the cytoplasmic or nuclear enrichment strategy was qualitatively determined by reverse-transcription PCR against U2 or U6 snRNA (nuclear RNA-enriched) and spliced B-actin mRNA (cytoplasmic RNA-enriched) in the two samples. Nuclear RNA integrity was assayed by [ 32 P]pCp 3′ end labeling with pCp and RNA ligase (NEB) followed by 10% urea PAGE analysis to visualize the characteristic nuclear RNA mobilities of U1, U2 and U3 RNAs and tRNA.
FragSeq nuclease digestion. Digestion was carried out using P1, which displays robust activity at high temperatures (~70 °C) at acidic pH (~4.5) with little sequence specificity 13 . We performed digests at buffer conditions close to physiological conditions and at 37 °C, where P1 activity is less robust. All of the following steps were performed with two different input RNA samples in parallel: nuclear RNA from mouse undifferentiated embryonic stem cells (KH2) or the KH2 line differentiated into neural precursor cells. The two different nuclear RNA samples (500 ng) were suspended in a nuclease digestion buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl 2, 5 mM MgCl 2 and 0.01 mM Zn(OAc) 2 ) at 1 ng μl −1 and denatured at 55 °C for 5 min and then placed at 37 °C for 10 min to facilitate refolding. Parallel reactions with no nuclease or P1 (Sigma) were then initiated from this master mix. For nuclease digestion, 1 μg of enzyme was added, reactions were incubated for 1 h at 37 °C and then stopped by addition of 10 mM EDTA and acid-phenol-chloroform extraction. For the no-nuclease conditions, two samples (control and PNK treatment) were used in which half the material was treated with T4 PNK (30 U; USB) for 1 h in a buffer that favors both the 5′ phosphorylation activity and the 3′ phosphatase activity (50 mM imidazole-HCl, pH 6.0, 10 mM MgCl 2 and 10 mM DTT). For calibration of the nuclease parameters, authentic transcripts for mouse U1a snRNA and 5S rRNA were synthesized via T7 transcription and either 5′ end-labeled by dephosphorylation (CIP, NEB) and rephosphorylated by T4 PNK (USB) and [ 32 P]γ-ATP (Perkin Elmer), or 3′ end labeled with yeast polyA polymerase (USB) and [ 32 P]α-3′dATP (Perkin Elmer). Trace (~0.1 ng) radiolabeled RNA was either diluted into 100 ng of the same cold authentic transcript (homogenous reactions) or into 100 ng nuclear RNA (heterogeneous reactions). For these calibration experiments, digestions were monitored by 8% urea PAGE and phosphorimager analysis. Comparison of homogenous and heterogeneous reactions performed under single-or low-hit nuclease kinetics revealed similar digestion patterns on urea-PAGE analysis. Under prolonged digestion conditions, similar digestion patterns were also observed ( Supplementary Fig. 1) .
Library generation and high-throughput sequencing. The RNA from either untreated, PNK-treated or nuclease-treated samples were size purified by urea PAGE using the FlashPAGE system (Ambion) with a modified protocol. As in the standard manufacturer's protocol, an initial electrophoresis eliminated small RNAs (<20 nt), but then a longer than standard electrophoresis (30 min) yielded 20-100-nt RNAs in the anode cup, and these were recovered by ethanol precipitation. The RNAs were then ligated to defined SOLiD sequencing adapters in a 5′ monophosphate, 3′ hydroxyl-specific manner as directed by the ABI SOLiD Small RNA Expression Kit protocol (https://www3.appliedbio systems.com/cms/groups/mcb_marketing/documents/general documents/cms_054973.pdf). After reverse transcription, each sample was barcoded with a unique 3′ primer during library amplification PCR. The libraries were gel purified by 6% native TBE acrylamide gel (25-100-nt insert sizes) and quantified by Bioanalyzer traces. Equimolar concentrations of each library served as the starting material for emulsion PCR and SOLiD sequencing (ABI SOLiD3, 50-bp reads).
Enzymatic RNA probing. The candidate RNAs were produced by T7 transcription in vitro, dephosphorylated with CIP and then rephosphorylated by T4 PNK and [ 32 P]γ-ATP. After urea PAGE purification, the RNAs were probed with RNases T1, A or V1 (RNA grade; Ambion) or nuclease P1 (Sigma). RNases T1 and A are single-strand RNA endonucleases that cleave 3′ of guanines and pyrimidines, respectively 6 . V1 preferentially cleaves 3′ of stacked bases and is generally used to identify dsRNA regions, although it has been shown that V1 will cleave ssRNA extensively if no base pairing is present and has a sequence preference toward pyrimidines 29 . The T1 ladder and structure probing conditions were as described in the manufacturer's instructions for the RNases, but with use of the buffer conditions used in the FragSeq nuclease treatments. The alkaline-hydrolysis ladder was produced by heating the input RNA to 95 °C for 2 min in 1× shattering buffer 30 (40 mM Tris-acetate, pH 8.2, 100 mM potassium acetate and 30 mM magnesium acetate). All of the reactions were treated with the Ambion stop-precipitation solution and centrifuged to recover the RNA products for analysis by urea PAGE (6% 19:1 acrylamide:bis) and phosphorimaging.
